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the correspondence between sir ronald ross 1857 1932 and sir patrick manson
1844 1922 is rich in both scientific and human terms it records in great detail
ross s research in india between 1895 and 1899 which elucidated the role of
mosquitoes in the transmission of malaria work for which ross was awarded the
1902 nobel prize for medicine or physiology ross described the mosquito
transmission theory as manson s grand induction and he had returned to india
where he was an officer in the indian medical service having been primed by
manson ross s regular letters to his mentor document the frustrations and false
trails as well as the excitement of discovery manson in turn acted as a kind of
agent in london publicising his findings offering advice and seeking to use his
influence to secure for ross the working conditions he so desired these 173
letters plus 85 from the two decades after ross s return to britain also record
the rise and full of a relationship as ross s preoccupation with his place in
the history of malariology led to a breach between the two men themes of
priority nationalism and personal vanity punctuate this latter correspondence
which also reveals new insights about the golden years of tropical medicine
ross included some of the correspondence in his memoirs but most of it appears
here fully annotated for the first time hardcover reprint of the original 1902
edition beautifully bound in brown cloth covers featuring titles stamped in
gold 8vo 6x9 no adjustments have been made to the original text giving readers
the full antiquarian experience for quality purposes all text and images are
printed as black and white this item is printed on demand book information
walsh j h tull john henry tull a history of murshidabad district bengal with
biographies of some of its noted families indiana repressed publishing llc 2012
original publishing walsh j h tull john henry tull a history of murshidabad
district bengal with biographies of some of its noted families london jarrold
1902 volume 3 of 4 the january and july issues of the indian army list contain
not only the distribution of officers on the active list of the army in india
including officers of british army regiments battalions etc stationed in india
but are supplemented by the addition of orders of knighthood honours and awards
including foreign orders by the non effective officer list and the war services
of officers of the indian army details of each officer include dates of birth
except for wartime commissioned officers date of first commission of
appointment to the indian army and dates of promotion officers are grouped
according to their rank and by seniority within that rank and are again shown
under their regiments battalions in the case of british units their date of
arrival in india is shown and with indian units their date of formation and
changes in title since plus details of the backgrounds of men recruited e g
sikhs punjabis dogras rajputs etc this army list also includes all native
viceroy commissioned officers subadar majors subadars and jemadars and their
war services major hqs and their staffs divisional and brigade commanders and
their staffs schools colleges administrative departments of the army are all
shown non regular indian defence force units such as 22nd bengal and north
western railway battalion and the indian army reserve of officers are all there
along with british warrant officers serving in departments of the indian army
in 1914 there were 116 indian and 10 gurkha regiments all with one battalion
apart from the cavalry 32 indian and one gurkha regiment had been formed and
the majority of the original regiments had raised second and sometimes third
battalions this splendid four volume work reflects the tremendous contribution
made by the indian army to the empire s war effort a full index is included how
do the temporal features of sacred music affect social life in south asia due
to new time constraints in commercial contexts devotional musicians in bengal
have adapted longstanding features of musical time linked with religious
practice to promote their own musical careers the politics of musical time
traces a lineage of singers performing a hindu devotional song known as kīrtan
in the bengal region of india over the past century to demonstrate the shifting
meanings and practices of devotional performance focusing on padābalī kīrtan a
type of devotional sung poetry that uses long duration forms and combines song
and storytelling eben graves examines how expressions of religious affect and
political belonging linked with the genre become strained in contemporary
shortened performance time frames to illustrate the political economy of
performance in south asia graves also explores how religious performances and
texts interact with issues of nationalism gender and economic exchange
combining ethnography history and performance analysis including videos from
the author s fieldwork the politics of musical time reveals how ideas about the
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sacred and the modern have been expressed and contested through features of
musical time found in devotional performance includes list of additions to the
library includes section numismatic supplement no 5 45 previously issued in the
society s journal later in its journal 3rd ser written in 1935 and reproduced
from a manuscript left to her grandson janaki majumdar s family history
describes the family fortunes of at least two upper class bengali families
during the period 1870 1945
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1844 1922 is rich in both scientific and human terms it records in great detail
ross s research in india between 1895 and 1899 which elucidated the role of
mosquitoes in the transmission of malaria work for which ross was awarded the
1902 nobel prize for medicine or physiology ross described the mosquito
transmission theory as manson s grand induction and he had returned to india
where he was an officer in the indian medical service having been primed by
manson ross s regular letters to his mentor document the frustrations and false
trails as well as the excitement of discovery manson in turn acted as a kind of
agent in london publicising his findings offering advice and seeking to use his
influence to secure for ross the working conditions he so desired these 173
letters plus 85 from the two decades after ross s return to britain also record
the rise and full of a relationship as ross s preoccupation with his place in
the history of malariology led to a breach between the two men themes of
priority nationalism and personal vanity punctuate this latter correspondence
which also reveals new insights about the golden years of tropical medicine
ross included some of the correspondence in his memoirs but most of it appears
here fully annotated for the first time
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hardcover reprint of the original 1902 edition beautifully bound in brown cloth
covers featuring titles stamped in gold 8vo 6x9 no adjustments have been made
to the original text giving readers the full antiquarian experience for quality
purposes all text and images are printed as black and white this item is
printed on demand book information walsh j h tull john henry tull a history of
murshidabad district bengal with biographies of some of its noted families
indiana repressed publishing llc 2012 original publishing walsh j h tull john
henry tull a history of murshidabad district bengal with biographies of some of
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volume 3 of 4 the january and july issues of the indian army list contain not
only the distribution of officers on the active list of the army in india
including officers of british army regiments battalions etc stationed in india
but are supplemented by the addition of orders of knighthood honours and awards
including foreign orders by the non effective officer list and the war services
of officers of the indian army details of each officer include dates of birth
except for wartime commissioned officers date of first commission of
appointment to the indian army and dates of promotion officers are grouped
according to their rank and by seniority within that rank and are again shown
under their regiments battalions in the case of british units their date of
arrival in india is shown and with indian units their date of formation and
changes in title since plus details of the backgrounds of men recruited e g
sikhs punjabis dogras rajputs etc this army list also includes all native
viceroy commissioned officers subadar majors subadars and jemadars and their
war services major hqs and their staffs divisional and brigade commanders and
their staffs schools colleges administrative departments of the army are all
shown non regular indian defence force units such as 22nd bengal and north
western railway battalion and the indian army reserve of officers are all there
along with british warrant officers serving in departments of the indian army
in 1914 there were 116 indian and 10 gurkha regiments all with one battalion
apart from the cavalry 32 indian and one gurkha regiment had been formed and
the majority of the original regiments had raised second and sometimes third
battalions this splendid four volume work reflects the tremendous contribution
made by the indian army to the empire s war effort a full index is included
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how do the temporal features of sacred music affect social life in south asia
due to new time constraints in commercial contexts devotional musicians in
bengal have adapted longstanding features of musical time linked with religious
practice to promote their own musical careers the politics of musical time
traces a lineage of singers performing a hindu devotional song known as kīrtan
in the bengal region of india over the past century to demonstrate the shifting
meanings and practices of devotional performance focusing on padābalī kīrtan a
type of devotional sung poetry that uses long duration forms and combines song
and storytelling eben graves examines how expressions of religious affect and



political belonging linked with the genre become strained in contemporary
shortened performance time frames to illustrate the political economy of
performance in south asia graves also explores how religious performances and
texts interact with issues of nationalism gender and economic exchange
combining ethnography history and performance analysis including videos from
the author s fieldwork the politics of musical time reveals how ideas about the
sacred and the modern have been expressed and contested through features of
musical time found in devotional performance
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